We know our markets and we’re all experienced specialists in the sectors we work in.
Working with you as a true partner bringing insights and capabilities to complement those of your
own hiring team, and with a truly global reach and capability throughout EMEA, Americas and APAC.

Interfacio provides a unique, specialist global recruitment service
within the Audio, Music, Broadcast/Video and Lighting technology
sectors. We identify and introduce suitably qualified and experienced
commercial, technical and management personnel to our clients.
Richard Wear
Founder & Principal
Consultant
Having worked in the
industry for 16 years as
an employer and manager
of global product and
business teams, Richard
knows the difficulties of
hiring key specialist staff. The lessons learnt from
this experience are the inspiration for Interfacio and
the principles of the services that we offer.

Jo Hutchins
Recruitment Consultant,
Research & Development
Engineering.

Who are we?
what do we do?

Jo specialises in recruiting
R&D engineers and
managers. Her
understanding of product
development comes from
her 15 years experience of R&D working as an
engineer and manager, designing real-time
automation systems and developing software in C++
to control professional audio mixing consoles.

Isabelle Wear
Consultant & Director
of Business Europe.
Isabelle joined Interfacio
after sixteen years
working in sales and
business management
roles in the UK and
Europe. Isabelle leads
searches for key business roles throughout
Europe and the Middle East, including France,
Germany, Benelux, Scandinavia, Southern and
Eastern Europe.
Bardy Hayes
Principal Consultant,
Americas & APAC
Bardy is a highly
experienced
international sales and
management executive
with extensive
experience of the North
America and Asia Pacific markets within the
Professional Audio, Lighting and MI industries. He
has worked with leading brands both domestically
and in export markets and has practical
experience with sound system design, operation,
installation and live sound mixing.

With our deep industry sector experience, we provide a well-informed and highly effective
search and recruitment service for our clients whilst also acting as a valuable career
development partner with our candidates. When working with you on a search, we will ensure
there is clarity in the brief and a focused and effective search strategy. Through well-developed
and thorough processes we will identify, evaluate, screen and select the best available
candidates, screening in as well as out to ensure nothing and no-one is missed.
Every project starts with a detailed call between one of our consultants and the in-house hiring
lead. From there we will recommend the most appropriate search service model and approach.
All our search services include: Personal screening and interviewing of candidates, presentation
of cv/resumes often with dedicated ‘Candidate Testimonials’ speaking directly and specifically to
your role and opportunity, coordination of interviews, handling or supporting the offer
negotiation and closing, continued support for both client and candidate during the initial six
month on-boarding period and beyond.
We operate a number of LinkedIn Recruiter Professional Services™ licences across our global
delivery team. We also utilise an in house premium quality video meeting room facility for
candidate calls and client meetings, which can also be used for video screening and shortlisting
upon request.
Retained Search – Fully Structured (For mission-critical strategic hires)
Our unique four-part fee model is part-guaranteed and part-performance based. This allows us
to apply an exhaustive methodology to the search involving a systematic program of research
and targeted individuals, as well as the full exploration of our own network and active market
promotion.
A detailed search strategy, followed by extensive market mapping leads to the presentation of a
formal short list and search report within 60-90 days. We identify Key Competencies and
develop submissions around these from all shortlisted candidates. Fees are billed in four
stages: At the confirmation of the instruction; On presentation of shortlist; At employment start
and finally; 6 months after start date.

Services
what do we offer?

Contingency Search - ‘No win no fee’ (By arrangement only)
•
•
•
•

Search of our network of registered candidates, screening and presentation.
Promotion of the role on our website and via other social and professional networks
Presentation of candidates we believe are strong and suitable applicants.
We will not present CVs or resumes just to make up the numbers.

Instructed Search – Assignment Fee with placement fees on success
(Our most popular service)
For specialist searches where a high level of research and outreach to passive candidates
is anticipated. The initial Assignment Fee underwrites the resources we will dedicate to the
project to achieve a successful result. You secure a level of commitment and investment in
the project from us that will not be possible from a ‘normal’ contingency style search.
In addition to the services described above, an Instructed Search includes;
•
•

•

•
•

Preparation of a dedicated search plan, role and person spec. and key ‘Must Haves’.
Targeted search to identify and attract the most suitable and desirable candidates
Searches are carried out by our specialist resourcing team incorporating trade press
LinkedIn, Xing, relevant job boards, cv libraries, other professional networks and
platforms.
Approach to targeted candidates many of whom will not be actively looking for new
opportunities. We use an iterative and proven process to engage to assess suitability
and explore culture fit as well as the candidate’s interest and motivation around the
opportunity.
Additional specialist advertising via industry platforms including trade press, print and
digital, selected job boards, educational institutes, forums and trade shows.
One-quarter of the estimated total fees are payable at the start of an Instructed
Search

Our Instructed and Contingency Search services include staged three or six-month
billing, together with our own unique Free Replacement Guarantee providing you with
additional peace of mind.
We look forward to working together.

We are really good at finding new talent and we
search inside and outside of your industry sector.
50% of placed candidates are not known to us when
we start a search. For us it is about long term
relationships and over 90% of our placements are
with clients we’ve worked with before.

Services

what do we offer?

Testimonials
what do others think?
Throughout the very difficult process of
trying find new staff to fit in the company,
I always felt that the team at Interfacio
understood our business and what we
were looking for. I have no hesitation in
working with Interfacio in the future
because they do seem to care about
their customers’ needs very highly.
Former Sales Director, Mike Picanza,, Luton, England, PMC Audio

I think it’s fantastic that Interfacio is there to
serve the engineering professionals in our
related audio industries. For decades there
was nowhere for these specialists in our field
to bring their skill sets, nor were those
industries well understood. You and your
team are doing a great service.”
Engineering candidate – Los Angeles

People are the foundation of our success and
identifying the right people to help build our
business is a far deeper process than merely
matching skills and experience to a job spec.
Interfacio understand our company culture and
character and combine this with extensive
industry knowledge to deliver well matched, high
quality candidates. This is what I expect from a
specialist recruitment company; that they know
their client and candidate and have genuine confidence in proposing them for a role in our
company. I’m delighted with candidates placed
by Interfacio but most importantly they are
delighted to be here too and that’s the best
testimonial of all.
Peter James, Vice President Global Pro Audio Sales at Shure

Interfacio is our ‘go to’ search and selection
partner for many markets in EMEA.
Isabelle and Richard’s broad industry
network, combined with their understanding
of what a successful d&b candidate ‘looks
like’ is second to none.
Phill Coe, Sales Manager (Europe, Middle East and Africa), UK,
d&b audiotechnik

Bienheureux seront les autres candidats
qui auront la chance d’être suivi dans leurs
démarches par une professionnelle aussi
compétente et sympathique que vous. Merci
à nouveau pour votre excellent suivi de
“dossier” et pour votre soutien i
nconditionnel.
Candidat Francais, Paris, Candidate

If you are serious about wanting to find and recruit the top talent that you know will make a difference to your
business, then we would like to be working with you. We’ll talk through the challenges and the options, and then
put forward a plan to work together to deliver the successful recruiting result that you need for your business. And
then we will find the best people out there.
For a lot less than the cost of getting it wrong, we’ll help you get it right.

Contact Us
Get in touch

44 208 986 5002
1-800-578-0144
09 77 55 82 98
hello@interfacio.com

Head Office
15 Princeton Mews
167 London Road
Kingston upon Thames,
KT2 6PT

